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Instructor Module 2:  The Transportation Planning Process  (Includes an appendix 
with details about the MMMPO Graphic 
 
Notes to Instructor: 
 
This Module is written to guide an instructor through the process of teaching the 
Module’s content to underrepresented citizens in a classroom setting. Other people who 
attend the training may include social service providers or others who represent the 
underrepresented and/or want to learn about the topic 
 
The Module includes directions/recommendations for the Instructor, the subject 
matter/content to be taught, and activities for engaging the learners. The activities 
provide opportunities for learners to practice and apply the new knowledge and skills 
they’ve learned. 
 
Module 2 focuses on components of the transportation planning process; the local, state, 
and federal agencies involved, including the Morgantown Monongalia County 
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MMMPO); and the public’s role. An interactive 
MMMPO graphic will be used to help to illustrate the process. The graphic illustrates all 
the organizations and entities involved in the transportation planning process. Appendix 
A of this Module provides descriptive information about all the organizations and entities 
represented in the graphic. This detailed information is provided primarily as 
background for the Instructor; it is not meant to be presented to the learners at that level 
of detail.        
 
This Module addresses the formal transportation planning process as opposed to the 
more daily, acute transportation needs that a citizen may have. It is important to 
emphasize urgent, daily needs versus long-term planning because underrepresented 
groups should be made aware of the differences. Further, it helps to acknowledge that as 
a transportation planning expert, while you don’t typically address daily problems and 
needs, you also have some understanding of the interests and needs of these groups. This 
helps to build trust.  
 
ADD INSTRUCTOR RESOURCES SECTION:  WHEN CONTENT HAS BEEN 
FINALIZED, A SECTION WILL BE ADDED THAT IDENTIFIES TOOLS AND 
PROPS THE INSTRUCTOR NEEDS FOR THE SESSION, I.E. POWERPOINT 
PROJECTOR, SCREEN, FLIP CHART, ITEMS FOR CONDUCTING THE 
ACTIVITIES, ETC.  
 
Outline for Module 2 
2.1  Welcome to the Training and Introductions 
2.2  Learning Objectives for Module 2: The Transportation Planning Process  
2.3  Pre-Assessment: Transportation & Planning Involvement Assessment 
2.4  Present an Inspirational Video/Story: a Success Story in which Underrepresented 

Citizens Participated in and Influenced Transportation Planning to Meet a Need  
2.5  What is Transportation Planning 
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Goal of the Transportation Planning Process 
Transportation Planning in Morgantown/Monongalia County 

2.6  Overview: Key Components of Transportation Planning 
2.7 The MMMPO Transportation Planning Graphic 

A Note About Citizens’ Voicing Concerns about Transportation Problems 
2.8 Closing Summary 
Appendix A: Descriptions of all MMMPO Graphic Components 
 
2.1 Welcome to the Training and Introductions 
 
Welcome participants to today’s training session, “The Transportation Planning  
Process.”  
 
Explain that the goal of the training session is to help participants understand the 
transportation planning process in Morgantown and Monongalia County and spark their 
interest in participating. The plan for the session is to discuss how local transportation 
planning works; why it is important to underrepresented citizens, i.e. to participants, their 
families, and communities; why participants might want to get involved; and how that 
involvement will make the transportation planning process more responsive to 
underrepresented citizens’ needs.   
 
2.2  Learning Objectives for Instructor Module 2: The Transportation Planning 

Process 
 
Present and read the learning objectives for the session.  
 
As a result of Module 2 training, participants will be able to: 
 

1. Explain the purpose and importance of the transportation planning process; 
2. Identify the key agencies involved and components of the process;  
3. Describe the role of the MMMPO in the transportation planning process; 
4. Explain why citizen input is important to transportation planning.  

 
Introductions: Ask each participant to introduce themselves and offer a sentence or two 
about why they came to today’s training session. 
 
2.3  Pre-Assessment: Transportation & Planning Involvement Assessment 
 
Note to Instructor: The pre-assessment is designed to determine how much awareness 
and knowledge participants possess about transportation planning before starting these 
modules. After Modules 2 and 3 have been presented, a post-assessment will be 
conducted to determine if their plans to get involved with transportation planning or their 
understanding of transportation planning has changed as a result of the training. 
 
Ask participants to answer the following questions: 
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True or False:  Daily transportation is a challenge for me. 
True or False:  I have attended a transportation planning meeting in Morgantown or 
Monongalia County. 
True or False: I want to add late night service on my bus route. To do this I would appear 
before city council and make a request. 
True or False: Transportation plans address needs that will not occur for 10 to 15years. 
 
Activity #1: Ice-breaker 
Ask participants to partner with a person next to them, someone they do not know, and 
tell that person about their biggest daily transportation challenge. Then go around the 
room and have each person state their partner’s challenge. 
 
2.4  Present an Inspirational Video/Story 
INCLUDE A VIDEO/STORY OR TWO FOR THIS SECTION THAT DEPICTS A 
TRANSPORTATION PLAN OR PROJECT THAT WAS DEVELOPED AS A RESULT 
OF, OR WITH THE INPUT FROM, UNDERREPRESENTED CITIZENS 
PARTICIPATION AND THAT ADDRESSED A SPECIFIC NEED THEY HAD 

 
Explain that people in many communities have worked to overcome and address their 
transportation challenges. Present one or two stories/videos of successful transportation 
policy/improvement victories that are relevant to participants. This will help demonstrate 
how citizen involvement can make a difference.   
 
The video/story illustrates that when people organize and make their voices heard, they 
can be successful in getting their transportation needs met. 
 
NEED TWO VIDEOS AND/OR STORIES: 

 Less than 5 minutes each 
 Hopefully a planning meeting in a diverse community (Nashville TN MPO  might 

have something) 
 Check with T4A for these resources 

 
2.5  What is Transportation Planning? 
 
Present an overview of transportation planning to participants: 
 
The vast network of roads, highways, sidewalks, and bicycle paths in Monongalia County 
and Morgantown needs to be carefully planned, managed, and maintained. Otherwise, 
potholes would never be fixed, and new roads and sidewalks would never be built. 
Transportation planning helps to ensure that the region’s transportation needs are 
identified and transportation projects are planned in a comprehensive and cooperative 
way that involves the participation of key regional entities and the public.   
 
Goal of the Transportation Planning Process. Over time, the federal government has put 
laws and regulations in place to make sure the transportation planning process is not 
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haphazard, but is instead a continual, cooperative, and comprehensive process at the local 
and regional levels.  
 
The goal of this process is to ensure the safe and efficient development, management, and 
operation of transportation systems to move people and freight to their destinations. An 
effective transportation system is vital to the economy for the movement of goods and 
services, and to citizens for their safety, quality of life, and ability to get where they need 
to go. 
 
Transportation Planning in Morgantown/Monongalia County. Transportation planning in 
the Monongalia County and Morgantown area is an official government process, as 
mandated by federal law. Transportation planning can include making decisions about 
where and when to construct new roads, prioritizing which roads to fix or expand, or 
where to build sidewalks or bicycle routes—as well as how to fund these projects.  
 
The planning process involves input from many local, state, and federal agencies, and the 
public. Because so many people have so many interests and concerns, the planning 
process is designed to take all of these into account, and prioritize which ones to address. 
Addressing transportation needs and problems, especially building new projects, takes a 
large amount of money. Since most of that money is provided by the federal and state 
government, i.e. tax money, the transportation planning process is expected to be 
carefully managed so that citizens’ concerns are taken into account and citizens’ tax 
money is well spent.  
 
The Morgantown Monongalia Metropolitan Planning Organization (MMMPO) is our 
region’s lead transportation planning agency. It is charged, by the federal government, 
with overseeing the planning process and approving the use of federal funding for 
transportation projects. 
 
2.6 Overview: Key Components of Transportation Planning   
 
Use the following graphic to provide an overview of transportation planning components 
and the general flow of activities in the process. Descriptions of each component can be 
found on the page following the graphic.  
 
GO TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Overview: Key Components of Transportation Planning 

 
Figure 1 Overview: Key Components of Transportation Planning 
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Descriptions of Key Components of Transportation Planning 
1- Regional Transportation Needs 
All towns, cities, counties and regions 
need to make sure their roads and 
highways, sidewalks and bicycle paths 
serve the residents and the local 
economy, and provide a safe and 
effective transportation system.  
 
 
 

5- Plans Developed 
As a result of gathering input, MMMPO 
develops official plans that outline and 
prioritize transportation projects that are 
recommended for funding and 
implementation over the next 20 years. This 
is accomplished through a series of public 
meetings, assessments, funding analyses, 
and prioritization processes. The main plan, 
the Long-Range Transportation Plan, 
identifies priority fundable projects as well 
as other valuable projects that should be 
pursued if funding becomes available. 

2- Federal Funding and Oversight 
The federal government provides 
funding to MPO regions/agencies for 
planning future transportation 
construction and improvements, and 
requires a specific type of planning 
process.  

6- WV DOH & FHWA Approval 
The WV Department of Highways selects 
the transportation projects to be built, gets 
federal approval from the Federal Highway 
Administration, and moves forward with the 
process. 

3- MMMPO Planning 
In order to use federal funding for 
transportation projects, the region 
receiving the funds must work through 
the MPO and adhere to federal laws 
regarding planning and decision making. 
These laws require cooperation among 
all relevant local and regional agencies, 
the use of a sound and comprehensive 
planning process, and a transparent 
process that offers access to the public. 
Planning needs to reflect the region’s 
shared vision for its future. 

7- Funding Secured, Projects Built 
WV DOH secures federal and other 
funding, and oversees and manages 
transportation project construction. Note 
that this process of implementing 
transportation project construction is 
complex, has many phases, and can take 
many years. 
 

     4- Public and Regional Input 
Agencies and personnel involved in the 
MMMPO transportation planning 
process include local elected leaders, 
local planning and public works 
directors, the local transit (bus) agency, 
the business community, citizens, and 
the West Virginia Department of 
Transportation/Division of Highways.   
Note: MMMPO says the public can 
bring needs forward anytime. 

MMMPO LINKS 
https://www.plantogether.org 
 
https://www.plantogether.org/about-the-
mpo-1 
 
LINK TO PLANS 
https://www.plantogether.org/plans-studies 
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2.7 The MMMPO Transportation Planning Graphic 
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About the MMMPO Transportation Planning Graphic: 
 
Notes to Instructor: 
 
The MMMPO Transportation Planning Graphic can be used in the classroom to help 
participants understand the transportation planning process in greater detail.  
 
The graphic, along with descriptive information for each component of the graphic in an 
interactive format, WILL BE available on the website and can be downloaded as a 
KeyNote PowerPoint Presentation. (STILL NEED TO DEVELOP THE INTERACTIVE  
PPT). The descriptive information is also included in this Module’s Appendix A. It’s 
important for the Instructor to review this descriptive information in preparation for the 
training session. 
 
The transportation planning process is complex; involves many agencies, people, and 
levels of decision making; and offers many opportunities for public involvement. The 
MMMPO graphic provides a visual overview and visual focal points to illustrate and 
discuss: 
 

 An overview of the transportation planning process and how decisions are made; 
 The roles and responsibilities of the agencies and organizations involved; 
 Points at which citizens can access the process, and helping participants 

understand how and why to do so.  
 
The MMMPO graphic features all the agencies and organizations—local, state, and 
federal—involved in transportation planning in the Morgantown-Monongalia County 
area, and illustrates the relationships among the agencies. The relationships include the 
flow of funding, oversight, decision-making, communication, and public input into the 
transportation planning process.  
 
An important feature of the diagram is the placement of all agencies and relationships 
under the umbrella and within the context of the community. This illustrates that the 
transportation planning process takes place in service to the community, and that 
community members are important participants in the process. While the diagram 
illustrates in linear fashion how communication flows through the process, in reality, 
community members can access and become involved in the process at any point and 
through any agency. 
 
Present the MMMP Transportation Planning Graphic to participants. Explain the process 
and organizations involved. Point out and explain the options for citizens to participate in 
the transportation planning process. 
 
A Note About Citizens’ Voicing Concerns about Transportation Problems 
There are essentially two pathways for citizens, including underrepresented citizens, to 
voice opinions or inform local leaders about their transportation issues and concerns. As 
represented in the MMMPO Graphic, citizens can get involved in the transportation 
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planning process, which occurs every few years. However, some transportation problems 
are more immediate. In those cases, citizens can submit their concerns to city and local 
agencies any time.  
 
For example, many concerns relate to daily or short-term challenges such as traffic light 
or bus route problems, and the city or other appropriate agency may be able to correct the 
problem. Other concerns are about larger or more complex problems, such as the need for 
new sidewalks or roadways, and likely require longer-term planning, funding, and 
construction. In other words, these problems would be considered during the 
transportation planning process.    
 
Many options are available for citizens to submit immediate concerns. Citizens can make 
a phone call or send an email to city leaders or departments, walk in to City Hall, submit 
a request through the City’s website, submit online via “Citizen Request Tracker,” voice 
concerns during public the comment section of City Council meetings; and attend Traffic 
Commission, Bicycle Safety Board, Pedestrian Safety Board, and/or Planning 
Commission meetings. Citizens may also contact any agency or committee included in 
the MMMPO Transportation Planning Graphic to discuss their concerns. 
 
City, MMMPO, and other transportation personnel strive to address the request, or send 
the request to the appropriate agency, department, or staff member. If the transportation 
issue, concern, or request is better suited to the transportation planning process, city 
personnel submit that information to the MMMPO.  
 
However, it is important for citizens to be involved in the transportation planning process 
to ensure that their concerns are recognized, considered, and integrated into planning 
documents.  
 
Note to transportation planners: Because the underrepresented have immediate, acute 
transportation and pedestrian needs it is recommended that during transportation 
planning meetings, the transportation planning groups have present those agency 
representative who can assist families or individuals with their immediate needs.  
 
MMMPO Learning Activities 
 
After discussing the MMMPO graphic with the participants, you can conduct one or both 
of following activities to help reinforce what they’ve learned. If there are many 
participants in attendance, for example 20 or more, you may want half of them to do 
Activity #2, and the other half to do Activity #3. 
 
Activity #2:  “Do You Know About the MMMPO?”  
Break participants into small groups of three or four. Ask group members to work 
together and list the top three things they learned about the MMMPO that they will tell 
family members and friends when they go home tonight. Then ask group members to 
share their ideas with the entire class. They can either present the information directly to 
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the class, or conduct a role-playing activity where they interact with “family members” or 
“friends” to share the information.  
 
Activity #3:  “Live from Mon County: It’s the MMMPO”  
Break participants into groups of six-eight people. Have participants review a one-page 
description of key MMMPO role and functions—the essentials participants need-to-
know. Participants then plan and produce a TV “talk show” in which participants take on 
the different roles of producer, host, and audience members. There is also a guest or a 
panel of guests, who are MMMPO/transportation planning experts. Participants plan 
questions the audience members will ask of the guests—based on the one-pager about the 
MMMPO. Participants then produce the show and ask the questions in a “talk show” 
format. Each talk show will function as the group’s “reporting out” to the full class. 
 
Materials Needed: one-page description of MMMPO roles and functions (NEED TO 
DEVELOP) 
 
2.8  Closing Summary 
 
Remind participants that purpose of this training was to introduce them to the 
transportation planning process and give them a chance to ask questions and get a better 
idea of how things work. The next Module--Module 3--will help them gain an 
understanding of why their involvement is so important, some ways to provide that input, 
and offer some opportunities to practice giving their input. 
  
END MODULE 2 +++++++++++++++ 
 
 
Appendix A:  Descriptions of all MMMPO Graphic Components  
 
IN THE LIST BELOW, THERE ARE SOME DUPLICATE DESCRIPTIONS, DUE TO 
THE FACT THAT MAY BE INCLUDED MORE THAN ONCE IN THE 
INTERACTIVE GRAPHIC  
 
Notes to Instructor: 
  
The following descriptions of the MMMPO Graphic components are designed to provide 
you with more complete information about all of the agencies, committees, departments, 
communities, and processes that are involved. It is not necessary to provide or present all 
of these details to the learners. In fact, it’s best to provide just enough information so that 
the learner gets the general idea. They do not need to know all the details. 
 
When presenting the MMMPO Graphic in the classroom, a good strategy would be to 
project the MMMPO Graphic via PowerPoint in front of the classroom and provide 
paper copies of the graphic to each classroom participant. That will allow them to more 
easily follow along. After you provide them with the general overview, you can let the 
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subsequent discussion be guided by their interests, questions, and need for clarification. 
The details provided below will hopefully help guide you in answering questions.  
 
Of course, if you think there is information that still needs to be explained or discussed, 
based on your own observations of participants’ reactions or responses, by all means 
have that discussion.      
 
 Community 
 
The “overarching” community section of the MMMPO graphic represents all residents 
and members of Morgantown and Monongalia County, including the region’s 
underrepresented populations. Underrepresented populations include minorities, low-
income, and poor people; people without access to affordable and dependable 
transportation; and others whose voices are typically not represented in civic and 
transportation planning and decision-making. 
 
The community label situated at the top of the graphic illustrates that the transportation 
planning process is conducted in service to the community and its needs, and that the 
community is an important participant in/component of the process. 
 
The MMMPO and Its Responsibilities 
 
What is the MMMPO? 
Morgantown Monongalia Metropolitan Planning Organization (MMMPO) is the 
federally-designated transportation planning agency for Morgantown and Monongalia 
County. Metropolitan Planning Organizations, or MPOs, were created by the U.S. 
Congress and are required in urban areas with populations of more than 50,000 that 
receive federal funding for transportation projects. The MPO provides leadership for 
carrying out the area’s transportation planning and ensures that all local entities 
participate in a cooperative and transparent process. Local entities include local elected 
leadership, local planning and public works directors, local transit agency, the business 
community, citizens, and the West Virginia Department of Transportation. 
https://www.plantogether.org/about-the-mpo-1 
 
The MMMPO has the official authority to “plan, prioritize, and recommend 
transportation projects for federal and state funding. It is responsible for ensuring the 
region complies with federal and state planning requirements.” That includes making sure 
that: 

 existing and future expenditures of government funds for transportation projects 
and programs are based on continuing, cooperative, and comprehensive planning 
process;  

 the process is transparent through public access to and participation in planning, 
and by electronically publishing the plans.    

 
The MMMPO and Transportation Funds 
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 The MMMPO’s role is to approve or disapprove use of federal funds by the WV 
Department of Highways. MMMPO has no money to build transportation projects and 
cannot program funds. MMMPO prioritizes projects through its transportation planning 
process. WV DOH selects which projects to develop.  
 
MMMPO Organizational Structure 
The MMMPO is comprised of its staff, a Policy Board, a Transportation Technical 
Advisory Committee (TTAC), and a Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC). These boards 
are made up of representatives from various local and regional representatives, agencies, 
and experts. The TTAC and the CAC provide recommendations to the Policy Board, and 
the Policy Board is responsible for making decisions. More details about each group’s 
specific responsibilities are available via their links on the MMMPO graphic.    
 
The MMMPO’s Core Functions and Responsibilities 

1.  “Establish a setting: Establish and manage a fair and impartial setting for 
effective regional decision-making in the metropolitan area. 

2. Evaluate alternatives: Evaluate transportation alternatives, scaled to the size and 
complexity of the region, to the nature of its transportation issues, and to the 
realistically available options. (These evaluations are included in the MMMPO’s 
United Planning Work Program or UPWP) 

3. Maintain a Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP): Develop and update a long-
range transportation plan for the metropolitan area covering a planning horizon of 
at least 20 years that fosters (1) mobility and access for people and goods, (2) 
efficient system performance and preservation, and (3) quality of life. 

4. Develop a Transportation Improvement Program (TIP): Develop a program 
based on the long-range transportation plan and designed to serve the area’s goals, 
using spending, operating, management, and financial tools. 

5. Involve the public: Involve the general public and all the significantly affected 
sub-groups in the four essential functions listed above.” 
 

For Which Streets is the MMMPO Responsible? 
MMMPO is responsible for long-term planning of state rights-of-way, but not city streets. 
 
MMMPO Staff, Boards, Committees, and Plans 
 
MMPO Staff  
The MMMPO staff provides professional transportation planning services and ongoing 
administration of planning projects. Staff is managed by the Executive Director who 
reports to the Policy Board.  
 
MMMPO Policy Board 
The Policy Board provides overall direction and is the MMMPO’s decision-making body. 
The Board is made up of elected and appointed officials from member governments and 
major organizations in the Greater Morgantown region. The Policy Board is responsible 
for approving the primary plans produced by the MMMPO: Long-Range Transportation 
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Plan (LRTP), the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), and the Unified Planning 
Work Program (UPWP).  
(Descriptions of these plans are provided in this Appendix and via the interactive link on 
the MMMPO graphic)  
 
Policy Advisory Committee (PAC), an advisory subgroup of the Policy Board 
(NOT ON GRAPHIC) 
The Policy Advisory Committee is made up of representatives of the business and 
economic development communities who are periodically asked to advise the Policy 
Board on regional issues.   
 
Transportation Technical Advisory Committee (TTAC) 
The TTAC is an advisory group that provides advice and recommendations to the 
MMMPO staff and Policy Board on technical issues, planning efforts, documents, 
activities, and proposed modifications to existing plans. TTAC members are appointed by 
the agency or municipality they represent, and are made up of engineers and other 
technical and regulatory experts from  various federal, state, and local agencies and local 
governments in the MMMPO area. The TTAC meets monthly. 
 
Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC) 
The CAC is a citizen advisory group that provides recommendations on community 
issues and concerns to the Policy Board. The CAC is composed of citizens appointed by 
the Policy Board to represent a variety of public interests in transportation decision 
making. 
 
NOTE: Any citizen can request to serve on the CAC 
 
MMMPO Transportation Plans 
Developing and adopting the following transportation plans is a pre-requisite for 
receiving federal highway (and federal transit) funding. 
 
Long-Range Transportation Plan - https://www.plantogether.org/plans-studies 
(New name pending: “Metropolitan Transportation Plan”) 
 
The Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) is the official planning document that 
summarizes all activities, processes, and recommendations for the Morgantown-
Monongalia County region’s transportation goals and objectives, based on the official 
planning process, which includes a variety of input from local officials, experts, 
organizations, and citizens.   
 
The LRTP serves as a guide for planning and improving the transportation system for a 
horizon of at least 20 years, in support of the regions’ future vision. The LRTP is updated 
every five years through an interim planning process. The LRTP should foster (1) 
mobility and access for people and goods, (2) efficient system performance and 
preservation, and (3) quality of life. 
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Elements of the LRTP process are to: (1) establish a regional vision, (2) establish 
transportation vision, goals, objectives, and measures; (3) assess current conditions; (4) 
forecast future conditions; (5) evaluate transportation alternatives; (6) develop the draft 
recommended plan. 
 
Essentially, the LRTP is the region’s highway-focused plan. It summarizes the planning 
process, data, technical analysis, and recommended transportation strategies, programs, 
and construction projects to support the region’s transportation goals and objectives. This 
regional transportation planning process involves professional facilitator(s), charrettes, 
and a public involvement process such as community forums, events, outreach, etc.   
The MMMPO’s next LRTP will be published in 2021.  
 
The Bicycle Safety Plan and Pedestrian Safety Plan are both integrated into the LRTP. 
See details below and in the Bicycle and Pedestrian Board links via the MMMPO 
graphic. 
 
NOTE: It is important for citizens to know when these planning activities take place and 
to get involved. 
 
“Interim planning is where most decisions happen and where projects are prioritized. 
Multiple public hearings are held on draft plans and the MMMPO collects input through 
its website, surveys, etc. The Interim Plans feed into the Long-Range Transportation 
Plan, so when it’s time to conduct the long-rang planning process, it’s almost a fait-
accompli. In other words, it’s important for the public to be engaged in the Interim 
planning process throughout, all the way up through the Long-Range Planning activities.” 
(Quote from transportation planning interviewee) 
 
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)  
“At least every four years, the MMMPO must develop a project implementation program 
based on the LTRP and designed to serve the area’s goals, using a variety of spending, 
regulating, operating, management, and financial tools. The TIP period is required to 
extend four years into the future.” 
 
 “The TIP serves as a short-term programming document that lists approximately four 
years of funded (i.e. funds committed from local, state, and federal sources) 
transportation projects. It is essentially a capital improvement program for multi-modal 
transportation projects, such as highway, transit, and bicycle. The projects are drawn 
from and consistent with both the LRTP and State’s Transportation Improvement plan 
(STIP).” 
 
WV State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP): 
https://transportation.wv.gov/highways/programplanning/STIP/Pages/default.aspx 
 
“The WV STIP is a federally-required document that provides the Federal Highway 
Administration and the Federal Transit Administration a listing of all projects that are 
candidates for federal-aid or regionally significant projects that are not using federal-aid. 
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This capital improvement plan is fiscally constrained* and covers a six-year period. 
Federal agencies are mainly concerned with the first four years of the document; the final 
two years are for informational purposes….the STIP is updated on an annual basis…”  
 
*fiscal constraint is demonstrated by “including sufficient financial information to 
confirm that projects in the documents can be implemented using committed or available 
revenue sources”    
 
Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) 
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/613794_65f1ed045f8d4ee8b1537b7b6c4fceef.pdf 
 
The MMMPO Unified Planning Work Program, a federal requirement, outlines the 
MMMPO budget, provides a summary of work performed in the previous fiscal year, and 
identifies work to be performed in the upcoming year. The UPWP also summarizes 
information about funding that will be used to accomplish the work.   
 
Other Plans Incorporated into the Long-Range Transportation Plan 
 
The MMMPO Bicycle Safety Plan (currently being updated as of 2019) 
https://www.morgantownwv.gov/DocumentCenter/View/244/Bicycle-Board-PDF 
 
The MMMPO Bicycle Safety Plan is a policy document that covers all municipalities and 
incorporated areas in Monongalia County. The plan’s vision is for bicycles to be a 
practical transportation option and for people to be able to ride bicycles in a safe and 
supportive environment. The plan identifies infrastructure recommendations including an 
effective network of bicycle routes and a prioritized list of trail and roadway 
improvements for increasing bicycle safety. It also provides non-infrastructure 
recommendations related to bicyclist and driver education programs, encouraging 
bicycling, enforcing bicycling laws, and evaluating bicycling programs and activities.    
 
Morgantown Pedestrian Safety Plan (currently being updated as of 2019) 
https://www.morgantownwv.gov/DocumentCenter/View/481/Pedestrian-Safety-Plan-
PDF 
 
The Pedestrian Safety Plan is a study of municipal pedestrian needs, standards, and 
strategies with policy and project recommendations. It addresses pedestrian infrastructure 
improvements and increased neighborhood safety, and seeks to accommodate changes 
and future projects recommended by neighborhood/other civic groups and processed 
according to evaluative criteria.   
 
The Pedestrian Safety Plan’s goals are to: 

(1) designate, establish, and upgrade a “connecting network of sidewalks and 
greenways to enable people to walk to destinations throughout the city; 

(2)  enable citizens in neighborhoods who do not live on one of those “connecting 
network sidewalks” to have a means for paving sidewalks on their block; 
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(3) create a responsible financial system which will support the on-going costs of 
maintaining sidewalks and greenways, as well as supporting traffic calming and 
walkway lighting to increase pedestrian safety.  

 
Morgantown 
 
Morgantown – https://www.morgantownwv.gov 
The City of Morgantown component of the graphic identifies the relevant commissions, 
boards, and other entities that address traffic and transportation issues. The city is 
responsible for overseeing and maintaining all streets that are designated as city-streets; 
the MMMPO is not responsible for city-streets. At the same time, Morgantown’s elected 
leaders along with representatives from various city planning and other agencies 
participate in the MMMPO’s planning processes and decision making. 
 
Online map identifying state and city roads in Morgantown: 
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?mid=1_AA0KCl2itUgMIdWxFW3JPaMHh
Y&ll=39.6241843968886%2C-79.95948350805662&z=12 
 
How Citizens Can Provide Input to the City of Morgantown about Transportation 
Concerns 
There are essentially two pathways for citizens, including underrepresented citizens, to 
voice opinions or inform local leaders about their transportation issues and concerns. 
Citizens can (1) submit their concerns to city and local agencies at any time, and (2) get 
involved in the transportation planning process, which occurs every few years.  
 
Many traffic concerns relate to daily or short-term challenges such as traffic light or bus 
route problems, and the city or other appropriate agency may be able to correct the 
problem. Other concerns are about larger or more complex problems, such as the need for 
new sidewalks or roadways, and could require longer-term planning, funding, and 
construction.    
 
To provide input to the city, many options are available. Citizens can make a phone call 
or send an email to city leaders or departments, walk in to City Hall, submit a website 
request, submit online via “Citizen Request Tracker,” voice concerns during public the 
comment section of City Council meetings; and attend Traffic Commission, Bicycle 
Safety Board, Pedestrian Safety Board, and/or Planning Commission meetings. 
Essentially, citizens can contact any agency or committee included in the MMMPO 
Transportation Planning Graphic. 
 
City personnel strive to address the request, or send the request to the appropriate 
department or staff member. If the transportation issue, concern, or request is better 
suited to the transportation planning process, city personnel submit that information to 
the MMMPO. However, it is important for citizens to be involved in the transportation 
planning process to ensure that their concerns are considered.  
 
City Manager Contact Information: 
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Paul Brake; Morgantown City Hall; 389 Spruce St. Morgantown 26050 
Call City Manager: 304-284-7405 
Email City Manager: pbrake@morgantownwv.gov 
 
City Council Meetings - http://www.morgantownwv.gov/154/City-Council 
Regular meetings 1st and 3rd Tuesday of the month, 7:00 pm City Hall Council 
Chambers  
Committee of the Whole meetings last Tuesday of the month, 7:00 pm, City Hall 
 
Planning Commission Meetings - http://www.morgantownwv.gov/269/Planning-
Commission 
Planning Commission meets 2nd Thursday of each month, 6:30pm, City Hall Council 
Chambers 
 
Online Citizen Request Tracker - https://www.morgantownwv.gov/requesttracker.aspx 
Morgantown residents can report transportation concerns and submit a “requests for 
service” regarding city streets and sidewalks to “Citizen Request Tracker,” an online 
system on Morgantown’s website. The system tracks and submits concerns and requests 
for service to the appropriate personnel 
 
Traffic Commission 
http://www.morgantownwv.gov/198/Traffic-Commission 
The Traffic Commission serves as an advisory board to the Morgantown City Council 
and makes recommendations on matters relating to the movement, regulation, and 
improvement of traffic and traffic conditions within the City, coordinates traffic and 
educational activities; receives complaints relating to traffic problems; administers and 
enforces traffic regulations. 
 
The Traffic Commission includes a member from each of the City’s seven wards, plus 
one representative from the Planning Commission, Pedestrian Safety Board, Bicycle 
Board, City Council, Street Department, Morgantown Police Department, and one at-
large member.  
 
Traffic Commission Meetings: 1st Wednesday of the month, 6:30pm, Council Chambers. 
 
Primary Contact: 
Damien Davis, P.E., City Engineer, ddavis@morgantownwv.gov, 304-284-7412 
 
Bicycle Safety Board 
http://www.morgantownwv.gov/291/Bicycle-Board 
The Bicycle Safety Board is a committee of the Traffic Commission. It works to make 
Morgantown a bicycle friendly community in an effort to reduce traffic demands, achieve 
better air quality, and improve public health. The Bicycle Safety Board: 

 makes recommendations for improving signs, safety, capacity and facilities for 
bicycles on streets, trails or other land design or use which supports cycling;  
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 advocates for the provision of bicycle travel opportunities to and from locations 
such as residential, employment, commercial, education, recreation and transit 
centers; and  

 promotes the development of safe bicycle routes to schools; encourages use and 
enjoyment of bicycling and bicycle safety education in Morgantown.  

 
Voting members of the Bike Board: Representatives from each of Morgantown’s seven 
wards, five Greater Morgantown representatives, one city representative, one West 
Virginia University student representative, one K-12 representative. 
Ex-officio members: Pedestrian Safety Board member, Mountain Line Transit Authority, 
WVU Office of Sustainability, Morgantown Police Department, City Council, City 
Attorney, City Engineering, MPO, BOPARC, WVU Department of Transportation  
 
Bicycle Board Contact Information:  BikeMorgantown@gmail.com 
 
Bicycle Safety Board Meetings: 1st Thursday of the month, 6:30 pm, Public Safety 
Building, 300 Spruce St., Morgantown 
 
The MMMPO Bicycle Plan (currently being updated as of 2019) 
https://www.morgantownwv.gov/DocumentCenter/View/244/Bicycle-Board-PDF 
The MMMPO Bicycle Plan is a policy document that covers all municipalities and 
incorporated areas in Monongalia County. The plans’ vision is for bicycles to be a 
practical transportation option and for people to be able to ride bicycles in a safe and 
supportive environment. The plan identifies infrastructure recommendations including an 
effective network of bicycle routes and a prioritized list of improvements to trails and 
roadways for improving bicycle safety. It also provides non-infrastructure 
recommendations related to bicyclist and driver education programs, encouraging 
bicycling, enforcing bicycling laws, and evaluating bicycling programs and activities.    
 
Pedestrian Safety Board 
http://www.morgantownwv.gov/297/Pedestrian-Safety-Board 
The Pedestrian Safety Board promotes walking to improve physical health and decrease 
traffic congestion. It promotes a pedestrian-friendly environment for the city, studies and 
recommends ways to make key residential, commercial, community, government, and 
public centers accessible by commonly used routes that are pedestrian-transit-bicycle 
friendly and safe. Its subcommittees address crosswalks, lighting, safe routes to school, 
traffic calming. 
 
Pedestrian Safety Board Members: One representative from each of Morgantown’s seven 
city wards, three county representatives, WVU Mountain Safe representative. 
Ex-officio members: City Engineer, and one representative each from the MMMPO, City 
Council, WVU , Mountain Line Transit, Bicycle Safety Board.  
 
Pedestrian Board Contact Information: Damien Davis, P.E., City Engineer; 
ddavis@morgantownwv.gov, 304-284-7412  
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Pedestrian Safety Board Meetings:  2nd Monday of the month, 4:30 pm, Public Safety 
Building, 300 Spruce St.  
 
Morgantown Pedestrian Safety Plan (currently being updated as of 2019) 
https://www.morgantownwv.gov/DocumentCenter/View/481/Pedestrian-Safety-Plan-
PDF 
The Pedestrian Safety Plan is a study of municipal pedestrian needs, standards, and 
strategies with policy and project recommendations. It addresses pedestrian infrastructure 
improvements and increased neighborhood safety, and seeks to accommodate changes 
and future projects recommended by neighborhood/other civic groups and processed 
according to evaluative criteria.   
 
The Pedestrian Safety Plan’s goals are to: 

(1) designate, establish, and upgrade a “connecting network of sidewalks and 
greenways to enable people to walk to destinations throughout the city; 

(2)  enable citizens in neighborhoods who do not live on one of those “connecting 
network sidewalks” to have a means for paving sidewalks on their block; 

(3) create a responsible financial system which will support the on-going costs of 
maintaining sidewalks and greenways, as well as supporting traffic calming and 
walkway lighting to increase pedestrian safety.  

 
Westover, Star City, Other Local Towns 
 
Cities and towns in the Monongalia County area that are covered by MMMPO activities 
include Westover, Star City, Granville, and Blacksville. One elected official from each of 
these towns is a member of MMMPO Policy Board, which gives a voice to towns and 
citizens in the transportation planning process. 
 
One way for residents of these towns to provide input into the MMMPO transportation 
planning process is to contact the town’s elected officials or town hall and let them know 
their concerns.   
 
Monongalia County 
 
Mountain Line Transit Authority 
http://www.busride.org 
Mountain Line Transit Authority administers and manages the region’s bus and public 
transit services. It operates under the regulatory authority of the Federal Transit 
Administration and the WV Division of Public Transit. The transit services for which 
Mountain Line is responsible are separate and distinct from “transportation planning” that 
is addressed by the MMMPO. However, a Mountain Line Transit Authority official 
serves as an MMMPO Policy Board member, and Mountain Line representatives serve 
on the MMMPO Transportation Technical Advisory Committee and the Citizens 
Advisory Committee. Mountain Line has its own citizens’ advisory group; the public can 
take its issues to this group.  
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Mountain Line Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) (from the website) 
http://www.busride.org/Home/Administration/Citizens-Advisory-Committee 
The purpose of Mountain Line’s CAC is to provide and foster meaningful public and user 
input to the Mountain Line Administration and Mountain Line Board of Directors in the 
planning and monitoring of Mountain Line services as they relate to serving Monongalia 
County’s transportation needs. These include but are not limited to: 

 Overall system performance 
 Signage/schedule 
 Studies and reports 
 Other public transit matters as requested by Mountain Line Board of Directors or 

Mountain Line staff. 
 

Voting members of the CAC : Representatives from Morgantown Chamber of 
Commerce, Morgantown Senior Living, Monongalia County Senior Center, Northern 
WV Center for Independent Living, Mountain Line General Manager, one person from 
each bus route (Board appointed), WVU Student Administration, Department of Health 
and Human Services, Main Street Morgantown, and Northern WV Visitor/Convention 
Bureau Center. 
 
CAC Meetings: 3rd Wednesday of every other month 
 
Federal Transit Administration 
https://www.transit.dot.gov 
 “The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) provides financial and technical assistance to 
local public transit systems, including buses, subways, light rail, commuter rail, trolleys, 
and ferries. FTA also oversees safety measures and helps develop next-generation 
technology research…FTA is an agency within the U.S. Department of Transportation.” 
 
IS THIS CORRECT?:  The FTA provides regulatory oversight, funding, and approvals to 
the WV Division of Public Transit for transit local projects using federal funding.  
 
WV Division of Public Transit - 
https://transportation.wv.gov/publictransit/Pages/default.aspx 
 “The WV Division of Public Transit is the state administering agency for all federal and 
state programs relating to public transportation. Additionally, it is the designated state 
organization for the receipt of Federal Transit Administration funding. 
 
WV Division of Highways 
 
West Virginia Division of Highways 
https://transportation.wv.gov/highways/Pages/default.aspx 
 “WV Division of Highways (WV DOH), a department of the WV Department of 
Transportation, is responsible for planning, engineering, right-of-way acquisitions, 
construction, reconstruction, traffic regulation and maintenance of more than 35,000 
miles of state roads. Other duties include highway research, outdoor advertising 
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contiguous to state roads, roadside development, safety and weight enforcement and 
dissemination of highway information.” 
 
WV DOH representatives participate in MMMPO activities and serve on the Policy 
Board, the Transportation Technical Advisory Board, and the Citizen Advisory 
Committee, and provide advice as needed. Their participation is important because WV 
DOH selects and approves projects to be implemented, based on the MMMPO’s Long-
Range Transportation Plan, the MMMPO Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), 
and the WV State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). While MMMPO must 
approve the use of federal funding, the WV DOH identifies and selects projects for 
implementation. 
 
The WV Division of Highways also constructs roadways and projects that use state or 
other funding. In these cases, it holds public meetings for these projects, typically for 
specific roadways. The public can attend these meetings; and it is helpful to be aware of 
these public meeting dates. It’s important for members of the public to get involved early 
in the planning process, so their concerns are heard before decisions are made. 
 
West Virginia’s State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) 
https://transportation.wv.gov/highways/programplanning/STIP/Pages/default.aspx 
 “The WV STIP is a federally-required document that provides the Federal Highway 
Administration and the Federal Transit Administration a listing of all projects that are 
candidates for federal-aid or regionally significant projects that are not using federal-aid. 
This capital improvement plan is fiscally constrained* and covers a six-year period. 
Federal agencies are mainly concerned with the first four years of the document; the final 
two years are for informational purposes….the STIP is updated on an annual basis…”  
 
*fiscal constraint is demonstrated by “including sufficient financial information to 
confirm that projects in the documents can be implemented using committed or available 
revenue sources”    
 
Requirements and Comparisons of TIP and STIP:  
The MMMPO TIP and the WV STIP must be consistent in the projects they recommend 
for funding. In other words, federal funding cannot be spent on a project in a TIP, and the 
project cannot move forward, unless it is also included in the STIP. This is one key 
reason for the WV DOH’s involvement with the regional MMMPO. 
  

 TIPs include projects within the MMMPO area that have been approved at the 
local level 

 STIPs include projects for the entire state of West Virginia, and have been 
approved by the WV Department of Highways, the Federal Highway 
Administration, and the Federal Transit Administration 

 The STIP is also subject to a statewide public involvement effort including public 
hearings and a comment period 
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How WV transportation projects are approved:  After deliberations between WV DOH 
and the MMMPO, projects using federal funds move from WV DOH to FHWA for 
approval. Ultimately, FHWA must approve projects and funding. The process for project 
approval is:  
 

(1) STIP is compared to the MMMPO TIP;  
(2) Both documents are aligned and the TIP and STIP go back to WV DOH;  
(3) Then the STIP goes to FHWA – to amend DOH STIP if necessary and apply 

federal money. But if state is spending state money, MMMPO approval is not 
needed. 

 
Additional WV DOH Offices and Opportunities for Providing Public Input 
WV DOH has 10 District Offices throughout the state. The District 4 Office is 
responsible for monitoring and addressing state roadway conditions and problems and 
maintaining roadways in six WV counties, including Monongalia County: Doddridge, 
Harrison, Marion, Monongalia, Preston, and Taylor. Members of the public may contact 
the District 4 Office. 
 
District 4 Contact Information 
District Engineer. Address: I-79 & Meadowbrook Road Clarksburg, WV 26302- 2570. 
Phone:(304) 842-1500. Fax:(304) 842-1564. Office Hours: 7:30 a.m. - 4:00 
  
Online SWAT: Safety with Action Today 
WV DOH has an online form for submitting roadwork requests to WV DOH authorities. 
It’s called SWAT, Safety with Action Today. https://dotforms.wv.gov/cra/ 
 
WV DOH District 4 County Garage(s) 
NEED TO CONFIRM AND GET CONTACT INFO. Garages are situated in each 
District 4 county that house equipment and staff that are dispatched to address roadway 
problems and maintenance.  
 
WV DOH Program Planning Public Comment Page: 
https://transportation.wv.gov/highways/programplanning/comment/Pages/default.aspx 
 
WV DOH posts programs available for public comment on this page.  
 
Roads to Prosperity - DON’T THINK THIS IS RELEVANT 
 
US Department of Transportation/Federal Highway Administration 
 
US Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration 
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/about/  
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) is a division of the U.S. Department of 
Transportation that specializes in highway transportation. FHWA “supports state and 
local governments in the design, construction, and maintenance of the nation’s highway 
system...Through financial and technical assistance to state and local governments, 
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FHWA is responsible for ensuring that America’s roads and highways continue to be 
among the safest and most technologically sound in the world.”  
 
Role of FHWA regarding MMMPO and WV State Transportation Planning 
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/fastact/factsheets/metropolitanplanningfs.cfm 
The FHWA’s Metropolitan Planning program “establishes a cooperative, continuous, and 
comprehensive framework for making transportation investment decisions in 
metropolitan areas. Program oversight is a joint FHWA/Federal Transit Administration 
responsibility.” FHWA works with both the MMMPO to ensure that appropriate planning 
methods are used for federally funded transportation projects, and with the WV 
Department of Highways to approve projects for implementation. An FHWA staff 
member serves on the MMMPO Transportation Technical Advisory Board. 
 
Information and Resource Library of the FHWA 
The “Federal Aid Essentials for Local Public Agencies” website at 
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/federal-aidessentials/ offers a resource library and information 
about Federal-aid policies, regulations, procedures, and practices 
 
Citizen Input: 
FHWA staff reports that they get calls all the time about citizen concerns. They send 
callers to the right person at the state or MMMPO.   
 
 
###  END APPENDIX A 
 
 
 
 
 
 


